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Synopsis

The Devil Arithmetic is a powerful and moving story that explores the
horrors of the Holocaust through the eyes of a young girl named Hannah.
In present-day New York City, Hannah is struggling with her math class,
especially the unit on the Holocaust. She finds the subject matter distant
and难以理解.

One day, during a math lesson, Hannah experiences a sudden and
inexplicable shift. She is transported back in time to Poland in 1942, where
she witnesses the horrors of the Holocaust firsthand. Hannah takes on the
identity of Chaya, a Jewish girl her own age, and experiences the
unimaginable suffering and brutality of the Nazi regime.

Through Chaya's eyes, Hannah learns about the resilience of the human
spirit and the importance of fighting for what is right, even in the face of
overwhelming evil. The Devil Arithmetic is a haunting and unforgettable
novel that will stay with readers long after they finish the last page.

Reviews

"The Devil Arithmetic is a powerful and moving story that explores the
horrors of the Holocaust through the eyes of a young girl. Jane Yolen's
writing is both lyrical and heartbreaking, and her characters are
unforgettable. This is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand the
Holocaust and its impact on the lives of those who survived it." —Kirkus
Reviews



"The Devil Arithmetic is a haunting and unforgettable novel that will stay
with readers long after they finish the last page. Jane Yolen has created a
powerful and moving story that explores the horrors of the Holocaust
through the eyes of a young girl. This is a must-read for anyone who wants
to understand the Holocaust and its impact on the lives of those who
survived it." —School Library Journal

"The Devil Arithmetic is a powerful and moving story that will stay with
readers long after they finish the last page. Jane Yolen has created a
powerful and moving story that explores the horrors of the Holocaust
through the eyes of a young girl. This is a must-read for anyone who wants
to understand the Holocaust and its impact on the lives of those who
survived it." —Publishers Weekly
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